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Description

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an abrasion de-
tecting apparatus configured to detect abrasion of a com-
ponent, such as a roller cutter, of a cutter head and a
tunnel boring machine including the abrasion detecting
apparatus.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, a cutter head of a tunnel boring
machine configured to excavate hard ground, such as
rock, is provided with roller cutters (also referred to as
roller bits or disc cutters) configured to crush and exca-
vate the ground. By pressing the roller cutters against
the ground and rotating the cutter head, the rotating roller
cutters crush a cutting face to excavate the hard ground.
[0003] In accordance with such tunnel boring machine,
a cutting edge of each roller cutter abrades away as tun-
nel excavation proceeds. Therefore, an abrasion loss of
the roller cutter is measured every time the tunnel boring
machine excavates for a predetermined distance, and
the roller cutter needs to be replaced with a new one if
its abrasion loss exceeds an acceptable value.
[0004] Here, inventions has already been filed, in each
of which the abrasion loss of the roller cutter is mechan-
ically detected, and whether or not the roller cutter needs
to be replaced with a new one is monitored by a tunnel
boring machine main body. For example, the present ap-
plicant has already been filed an application in which a
detecting element is pressed against an outer periphery
of the roller cutter by an oil-pressure jack, and the abra-
sion loss of the roller cutter is detected based on a change
in a stroke of the oil-pressure jack (see Japanese Laid-
Open Patent Application Publication No. 2003-74295, for
example).
[0005] Moreover, there is another prior art in which a
small jack is provided to be able to project and contact
the cutting edge of the roller cutter, and the abrasion of
the roller cutter is detected by observing the amount of
projection of the small jack using an endoscope (see Jap-
anese Laid-Open Patent Application Publication No.
6-117188, for example).
[0006] Further, there is yet another prior art in which
the abrasion loss of the roller cutter is obtained such that:
a magnetic scale is provided inside a hub which holds
the roller cutter; a rotation detector is provided at a shaft;
the rotation detector detects the number of rotations of
the roller cutter; and the diameter of the cutter is calcu-
lated from the number of rotations (see Japanese Laid-
Open Utility Model Application Publication No. 5-14299,
for example).
[0007] Although this is not a technology which mechan-
ically detects the abrasion loss of the roller cutter, there

is still another prior art in which in order to prevent the
cutter bit of a shield machine or an aboveground structure
from being damaged such that the cutter bit hits an ob-
stacle, such as a pile, an obstacle detecting bit is provided
to project forward of the cutter bit, a fluid pressure supply
system configured such that fluid pressure is released if
the obstacle detecting bit drops off is adjacently provided,
and a pressure detecting means detects the fluid pres-
sure of the fluid pressure supply system to detect drop-
off of the obstacle detecting bit (see Japanese Examined
Patent Application Publication No. 6-63423).
Further, JP 2004 003266 A discloses a cutter bit wear
sensing apparatus comprising a first abrasion sensing
bit provided on a cutter head, arranged at the same po-
sition as the cutter bin when boring starts and sensing
abrasion of the cutter bit; and a second abrasion sensing
bit positioned rearward from the cutter bit when excava-
tion starts, moved forward after replacement of the cutter
bit, arranged at the same position as the cutter bit after
replacement and sensing abrasion of the cutter bit after
replacement.

Summary of the Invention

[0008] However, in accordance with Japanese Laid-
Open Patent Application Publication 2003-74295, the
abrasion cannot be detected if the roller cutter is not still,
and an abrasion status cannot be monitored during the
excavation. Moreover, for example, in a case where the
roller cutter cannot rotate, and a partial abrasion occurs
at a front surface portion of the roller cutter, such abrasion
may not be detected, and a holding portion of the roller
cutter may abrade away.
[0009] Further, in accordance with Japanese Laid-
Open Patent Application Publication No. 6-117188, pre-
cision instruments, such as the endoscope and a clean-
ing nozzle, are provided at the holding portion of the roller
cutter, through which portion crushed gravel, sand, and
the like move. Therefore, there is an extremely high pos-
sibility that these instruments break down by vibrations
during the excavation or the moving gravel, sand, and
the like, so that these instruments cannot perform obser-
vation. In addition, it is extremely difficult to clean the
sand, gravel, and the like of a measuring portion and
accurately measure the abrasion status.
[0010] Moreover, in accordance with Japanese Laid-
Open Utility Model Application Publication No. 5-14299,
the abrasion loss of the roller cutter whose periphery does
not always uniformly abrade away by crushing the ground
is calculated from a difference between the outer diam-
eter of the roller cutter which diameter is obtained by
calculation and the outer diameter of the brand-new roller
cutter. Therefore, it is difficult to highly accurately calcu-
late the abrasion loss of the actual roller cutter which
nonuniformly abrades away. In addition, the outer diam-
eter of the roller cutter is calculated on the basis that slip
or spin does not occur between the roller cutter and the
ground. However, the slip and the spin actually occur to
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some extent, and this also causes errors. Further, since
an abrasion detection probe needs to be incorporated in
the roller cutter, a dedicated roller cutter needs to be man-
ufactured. This causes a significant cost increase, and it
is difficult to realize such configuration.
[0011] Further, in accordance with Japanese Exam-
ined Patent Application Publication No. 6-63423, it is pos-
sible to detect obstacles in a soft ground which is exca-
vated by the shield machine. However, it is impossible
to detect the abrasion or damage of, for example, the
roller cutter which excavates a hard ground.
[0012] As above, it is difficult for the conventional tech-
nology to stably and mechanically measure the abrasion
loss of the roller cutter, such as during the excavation.
Actually, in most cases, the abrasion loss of the roller
cutter is manually measured by workers.
[0013] However, the abrasion loss of the roller cutter
needs to be measured by the worker after all the sand
and gravel around the roller cutter is discharged and the
stability of the surrounding ground is confirmed. There-
fore, this measuring operation requires comparatively
much time. During this operation, the tunnel boring ma-
chine stops, so that the excavation efficiency deterio-
rates. Especially, in the tunnel boring machine, such as
a slurry type/earth pressure balanced type tunnel boring
machine, which excavates with a cutting face side sealed
and a predetermined pressure applied, the measurement
of the abrasion loss of the roller cutter under pressure is
difficult. Therefore, after slurry or mud in a chamber is
discharged, for example, surrounding ground improve-
ment (prevention of flood and falling of the ground) needs
to be performed, and cleaning of the chamber needs to
be carried out. This is troublesome and requires much
time and labor. Thus, the efficiency further deteriorates.
[0014] In recent years, the cutter head of the tunnel
boring machine may be provided with a tool bit in addition
to the roller cutter in case a soft ground appears during
the excavation of the hard ground. Therefore, there is a
need for the measurement of the abrasion loss of the tool
bit and the detection of the abrasion of the other compo-
nent of the cutter head.
[0015] Here, an object of the present invention is to
provide an abrasion detecting apparatus capable of de-
tecting the abrasion of the component, such as the roller
cutter, of the cutter head without the worker getting into
the chamber, and a tunnel boring machine including such
abrasion detecting apparatus.
[0016] To achieve the above object, an abrasion de-
tecting apparatus according to the present invention is
configured to detect an abrasion of a component of a
cutter head of a tunnel boring machine configured to ex-
cavate a ground using a cutter to bore a tunnel, the abra-
sion detecting apparatus including: an abrasion detection
probe including an abrasion detecting portion at a front
end portion thereof, the abrasion detecting portion abrad-
ing away by contact with the ground to be excavated, the
abrasion detection probe being located rearward of a
front end of the cutter by a first distance and located for-

ward or rearward of a front end of a component, whose
abrasion needs to be detected, of the cutter head by a
second distance; and a detecting device configured to
detect an abrasion of the abrasion detecting portion,
wherein the abrasion detection probe is provided on a
rotational trajectory of the component whose abrasion
loss is detected. In the present description and claims, a
direction in which the cutter head excavates is defined
as "forward" whereas a direction in which the tunnel bor-
ing machine main body is provided when viewed from
the cutter head is defined as "rearward". Moreover, in the
present description and claims, the phrase "component
whose abrasion needs to be detected" is each of various
components provided at the cutter head and components
constituting the cutter head.
[0017] With this, by detecting the abrasion of the abra-
sion detecting portion, the abrasion of the component,
such as the roller cutter, of the cutter head can be rec-
ognized even during the rotation of the cutter head. The
labor of an operation of measuring the abrasion loss of
the component of the cutter head can be saved, and the
time of this operation can be reduced. Thus, for example,
the replacement of the abraded component can be effi-
ciently carried out. Further, the abrasion of the compo-
nent of the cutter head can be detected by the abrasion
detection probe provided at any position on the rotational
trajectory of this component. Therefore, the abrasion de-
tection probe can be provided at a preferable position.
[0018] Moreover, the abrasion detection probe may be
detachably attached to the cutter head.
[0019] With this, by replacing the abrasion detection
probe having the abraded abrasion detecting portion at
its tip end with a new one, the new abrasion detection
probe can serve as the abrasion detection probe at the
position.
[0020] Moreover, the abrasion detection probe may be
provided on the rotational trajectory of each of a plurality
of components of the cutter head.
[0021] With this, the abrasion of each of the plurality
of components of the cutter head can be detected by the
abrasion detection probe provided at any position on the
rotational trajectory of this component. Therefore, the
abrasion detection probes can be provided at preferable
positions corresponding to the plurality of components.
[0022] Further, the abrasion detecting portion may be
provided at a position which is located rearward of a front
end of a roller cutter provided at the cutter head by a
certain distance and corresponds to a set abrasion loss
of the roller cutter.
[0023] With this, the abrasion detection apparatus can
stably detect that the abrasion loss of the roller cutter,
which abrades away most among the components of the
cutter head, has reached the set abrasion loss.
[0024] Moreover, each of the abrasion detection
probes may be provided on a rotational trajectory of each
of a plurality of the roller cutters provided at the cutter
head such that the abrasion detection probes are ar-
ranged in a radial direction of the cutter head.
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[0025] With this, the abrasion detecting apparatus can
stably detect that the abrasion loss of any of a plurality
of roller cutters, which are provided at the cutter head to
have different rotation radiuses, has reached the set
abrasion loss.
[0026] Further, the abrasion detecting portion may be
provided at a position which is located rearward of a front
end of a tool bit provided at the cutter head by a certain
distance and corresponds to a set abrasion loss of the
tool bit.
[0027] With this, the abrasion detecting apparatus can
stably detect that the abrasion loss of the tool bit provided
at the cutter head has reached the set abrasion loss.
[0028] Moreover, the abrasion detecting portion may
be provided at a position which is located forward of a
front end of a cutter head frame of the cutter head by a
certain distance.
[0029] With this, the cutter head frame, which is almost
irreplaceable among the components of the cutter head,
can be prevented from abrading away.
[0030] Further, the abrasion detection probe may be
constituted by a fluid-pressure type detection probe con-
figured to detect based on a change in a fluid pressure
that the abrasion loss of the abrasion detecting portion
has reached the set abrasion loss, and the fluid-pressure
type detection probe may be configured to apply a pre-
determined fluid pressure to the abrasion detecting por-
tion and detect based on a reduction in the fluid pressure
that the abrasion loss of the abrasion detecting portion
has reached the set abrasion loss.
[0031] With this, the abrasion can be detected by the
reduction in the fluid pressure applied to the abrasion
detecting portion. The detection probe which is compar-
atively simple in configuration and low in cost can be
configured by utilizing the fluid pressure used for, for ex-
ample, driving the cutter head.
[0032] Moreover, the abrasion detection probe may be
constituted by an ultrasound type detection probe con-
figured to detect based on an ultrasound propagation
time that the abrasion loss of the abrasion detecting por-
tion has reached the set abrasion loss, and the ultrasound
type detection probe may be configured to include an
ultrasound probe in the abrasion detecting portion and
detect based on the ultrasound propagation time by the
ultrasound probe that the abrasion loss of the abrasion
detecting portion has reached the set abrasion loss.
[0033] With this, it is possible to configure the detection
probe capable of measuring the ultrasound propagation
time of the abrasion detecting portion, detecting the abra-
sion loss based on the change in the propagation time,
and continuously measuring the change in the abrasion
loss.
[0034] Further, the abrasion detection probe may be
constituted by an electric type detection probe configured
to detect based on a change in an electrical resistance
value that the abrasion loss of the abrasion detecting
portion has reached the set abrasion loss, and the electric
type detection probe may be configured to include elec-

tric wires in the abrasion detecting portion and detect
based on a change in an electrical resistance value be-
tween the electric wires that the abrasion loss of the abra-
sion detecting portion has reached the set abrasion loss.
[0035] With this, it is possible to configure the detection
probe which is capable of detecting the abrasion loss by
the change in the electrical resistance value of the abra-
sion detecting portion and is comparatively simple in con-
figuration and low in cost.
[0036] Meanwhile, a tunnel boring machine according
to the present invention includes: the abrasion detecting
apparatus described above; and a display apparatus
configured to display a detection result of the abrasion
detecting apparatus.
[0037] With this, the abrasion of the component, such
as the roller cutter, of the cutter head can be visually
confirmed by the display apparatus which displays as the
detection result that the abrasion loss of the abrasion
detecting portion has reached the set abrasion loss.
Then, the replacement of the roller cutter and the like is
efficiently carried out by workers, and the tunnel boring
machine can be operated while suppressing the de-
crease in efficiency of the excavation.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0038]

Fig. 1 is a front view of a tunnel boring machine in-
cluding one embodiment of an abrasion detecting
apparatus according to the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a side view showing a vertical cross section
of the tunnel boring machine shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a partially enlarged view of a portion indi-
cated by III in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross-sectional view when
viewed from a direction indicated by an arrow IV
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a partially enlarged view of a portion indi-
cated by V shown in Fig. 4 and an explanatory dia-
gram showing the abrasion detecting apparatus ac-
cording to Embodiment 1.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of an abra-
sion detection probe shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7A is an explanatory diagram for sequentially
explaining abrasion detection carried out by the
abrasion detecting apparatus.
Fig. 7B is an explanatory diagram for sequentially
explaining the abrasion detection carried out by the
abrasion detecting apparatus.
Fig. 7C is an explanatory diagram for sequentially
explaining the abrasion detection carried out by the
abrasion detecting apparatus.
Fig. 7D is an explanatory diagram for sequentially
explaining the abrasion detection carried out by the
abrasion detecting apparatus.
Fig. 8 is an explanatory diagram showing the abra-
sion detection probe of the abrasion detecting appa-
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ratus according to Embodiment 2 of the present in-
vention.
Fig. 9A is a cross-sectional view showing one exam-
ple of an ultrasound type detection probe.
Fig. 9B is a cross-sectional view showing one exam-
ple of an electric type detection probe.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0039] Hereinafter, one embodiment of the present in-
vention will be explained based on the drawings. The
following embodiment will explain, as an example, a tun-
nel boring machine including roller cutters configured to
excavate a hard ground and tool bits configured to exca-
vate a soft ground.
[0040] As shown in Fig. 1, a cutter head 2 of a tunnel
boring machine 1 of the present embodiment includes a
plurality of cutter head frames 3 radially extending from
a center portion of the cutter head 2. These cutter head
frames 3 and an outer peripheral frame 4 are coupled to
one another to form an outer shape of the cutter head 2.
Here, the cutter head 2 denotes an entire turning head
provided at a front portion of the tunnel boring machine
1. A plurality of roller cutters 5 are provided at the cutter
head frame 3 in a radial direction. These roller cutters 5
are provided at the cutter head 2 by cutter holders 6 each
configured to rotatably support the roller cutter 5. More-
over, these roller cutters 5 are arranged in the radial di-
rection, so that respective roller cutters 5 rotate to have
different rotation radiuses. Moreover, a center cutter 7 in
which a plurality of roller cutters 13 are arranged in par-
allel with one another is provided at the center portion of
the cutter head 2. An interval between adjacent roller
cutters 5, the number of roller cutters 5, the positions of
the cutter head frames 3, the components of the center
cutter 7, and the like are determined depending on an
excavation diameter, a ground condition (ground) to be
excavated, and the like.
[0041] Moreover, sand intake ports 8 are provided on
both sides of each cutter head frame 3. A portion between
adjacent sand intake ports 8 is closed by a face plate 9.
A slit adjusting plate 11 is provided at the sand intake
port 8. The slit adjusting plate 11 adjusts the size of an
opening such that the sand, the gravel, and the like taken
in a chamber 10 (Fig. 2) behind the cutter head 2 have
appropriate sizes so as to be able to be discharged rear-
ward of the tunnel boring machine.
[0042] Further, in the present embodiment, a plurality
of tool bits 12 are arranged in the radial direction at pre-
determined intervals on a side of the cutter head frame
3 which side faces the sand intake port 8. These tool bits
12 are provided to excavate the soft ground at a position
rearward of the roller cutter 5 but forward of the cutter
head frame 3 in a case where the soft ground, which is
difficult for the roller cutters 5 to excavate, appears during
the excavation of the hard ground by the roller cutters 5
(Fig. 5).
[0043] As shown in Fig. 2, the cutter head 2 is rotatably

provided at a front portion of a tunnel boring machine
main body 15, and a front end of each roller cutter 5
configured to excavate a ground 14 is a front end of the
cutter head 2. The cutter head 2 is rotated by a turning
frame 18 which is turned by a turning gear 17 which is
rotated by a driving machine 16 provided in the tunnel
boring machine main body 15. The chamber 10 is formed
behind the cutter head 2, that is, between the cutter head
2 and a bulkhead 19 provided at a front surface of the
tunnel boring machine main body 15, and the sand and
the like excavated by the roller cutters 5 of the cutter head
2 are taken through the sand intake port 8 (Fig. 1) into
the chamber 10. A rotary joint 20 is provided at a turning
center of the cutter head 2. Oil, electric power, and the
like are supplied through the rotary joint 20 to the cutter
head 2 that is a rotating body.
[0044] Moreover, a slurry feed pipe 21 which feeds
slurry into the chamber 10 to apply slurry pressure to the
excavated ground is provided at an upper portion of the
tunnel boring machine main body 15. A slurry discharge
pipe 22 through which the sand and the like taken in the
chamber 10 is discharged together with the slurry is pro-
vided at a lower portion of the tunnel boring machine
main body 15. These are configured in accordance with
an excavation method, a method for discharging exca-
vated sand, and the like.
[0045] A plurality of abrasion detection probes 50 (Fig.
3) are provided at the sand intake port 8 (Fig. 1) of the
cutter head 2 of the tunnel boring machine 1. As shown
in Fig. 3, a plurality of abrasion detection probes 50 are
provided at predetermined intervals in the radial direction
(longitudinal direction) of the sand intake port 8 and are
provided at a base portion of the slit adjusting plate 11.
Moreover, the abrasion detection probe 50 of the present
embodiment is a fluid pressure type abrasion detection
probe configured to detect the abrasion from a change
in a fluid pressure. The following will explain an example
using oil pressure as the fluid pressure.
[0046] As shown in Fig. 4, when viewed from the di-
rection indicated by the arrow IV of Fig. 1, a front end of
the abrasion detection probe 50 is an abrasion detecting
portion 51. The abrasion detection probe 50 is attached
such that the abrasion detecting portion 51 faces the
ground 14. A radial interval p between adjacent abrasion
detection probes 50 corresponds to an interval between
the rotation radiuses of adjacent roller cutters 5 (Fig. 1)
of the cutter head 2. In the present embodiment, the abra-
sion detection probes 50 are respectively provided on
rotational trajectories of all the roller cutters 5 in order to
detect the abrasion losses of all the roller cutters 5. The
abrasion detection probes 50 may selectively detect the
abrasion of some roller cutters 5 and do not have to be
provided for all the roller cutters 5.
[0047] In this example, the plurality of abrasion detec-
tion probes 50 are separately provided in a plurality of
arrangement blocks 52 to 55. In this example, four ar-
rangement blocks 52 to 55 are arranged in the radial
direction. The arrangement block 52 is provided for the
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roller cutter 5 arranged at an outermost position. The
arrangement block 53 is provided for a plurality of roller
cutters 5 arranged at an outer peripheral portion of the
cutter head 2. The arrangement block 54 is provided for
a plurality of roller cutters 5 arranged at an outer periph-
eral portion of a front surface of the cutter head 2. The
arrangement block 55 is provided for a plurality of roller
cutters 5 arranged at the center portion of the cutter head
2.
[0048] A joint portion 57 is provided at each of the ar-
rangement blocks 52 to 55. An oil pressure pipe 56 con-
nected to the rotary joint 20 (Fig. 2) provided at the center
portion of the cutter head 2 is connected to the joint por-
tion 57. An oil passage 58 is formed inside each of the
arrangement blocks 52 to 55 so as to be communicated
with the joint portion 57. The oil passage 58 is formed to
be communicated with an attaching portion 59 of each
abrasion detection probe 50. Therefore, by respectively
providing the abrasion detection probes 50 at the attach-
ing portions 59, each of the abrasion detection probes
50 is communicated with the oil pressure pipe 56 via the
oil passage 58 and the joint portion 57.
[0049] In the present embodiment, the abrasion detec-
tion probes 50 are provided at the slit adjusting plate 11.
However, the abrasion detection probes 50 may be in-
corporated in the cutter head frame 3. Moreover, in the
present embodiment, the oil pressure pipes 56 are con-
nected to four arrangement blocks 52 to 55. However,
the oil pressure pipes 56 may be individually connected
to the abrasion detection probes 50. Further, the number
of blocks is not limited to four and may be the other
number.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 5, the abrasion detection probe
50 of an abrasion detecting apparatus 70 according to
Embodiment 1 is provided at such a position that the
abrasion detection probe 50 can detect that the abrasion
loss of the roller cutter 5 has reached a set abrasion loss
w. To be specific, the abrasion detection probe 50 of the
present embodiment is provided at such a position that
the abrasion detecting portion 51 located at the frond end
of the abrasion detection probe 50 abrades away when
the abrasion loss of the roller cutter 5 has reached the
set abrasion loss w (when a colored portion in the drawing
has abraded away).
[0051] The oil pressure pipe 56 through which detec-
tion oil 75 is supplied to the abrasion detection probe 50
is connected through the rotary joint 20 to an oil pressure
pump 60 in the tunnel boring machine main body 15. The
pressure of the detection oil 75 supplied from the oil pres-
sure pump 60 is detected by an oil pressure gauge 61.
This pressure is displayed on a display screen 62 of, for
example, a monitor that is a display apparatus provided
at the tunnel boring machine main body 15. In this ex-
ample, the reduction of the pressure of the detection oil
75 is displayed on the display screen 62. However, a
warning may be displayed on the display screen 62, or
a buzzer sound or the like may be produced.
[0052] In accordance with the abrasion detecting ap-

paratus 70, the abrasion detection probe 50 is provided
at a position which is behind the front end of the cutter
head 2, that is, the front end of the roller cutter 5 by a
certain distance (set abrasion loss w). With this, before
the roller cutter 5 abrades away or is damaged, the abra-
sion detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection probe
50 does not contact the ground 14, and the roller cutter
5 excavates the ground 14. When the roller cutter 5
abrades away or is damaged, the ground 14 at this po-
sition is not excavated but remains. Therefore, the abra-
sion detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection probe
50 at this position contacts the ground 14 to abrade away.
Then, when the abrasion loss reaches the set abrasion
loss w, the detection oil 75 acting on the abrasion detec-
tion probe 50 is released, and this decreases the oil pres-
sure of the oil pressure pipe 56. Thus, the abrasion or
damage of the roller cutter 5 at the position where the oil
pressure has been decreased can be detected.
[0053] As shown in Fig. 6, the abrasion detection probe
50 is a plug-shaped member including an internal oil pas-
sage 63 whose front end portion is closed. The front end
portion of the internal oil passage 63 is the abrasion de-
tecting portion 51. An attachment external screw portion
64 is formed at a rear end portion of the abrasion detec-
tion probe 50, and a sealing portion 65 is formed forward
of the external screw portion 64. The sealing portion 65
includes an O ring groove 66, and an O ring 67 is provided
at the O ring groove 66. A flange portion 68 is formed at
a front end portion of the sealing portion 65. When fixing
the abrasion detection probe 50 by screwing the external
screw portion 64 into an internal screw portion (not
shown) formed at the attaching portion 59 of the arrange-
ment blocks 52 to 55 (Fig. 4), the flange portion 68 con-
tacts the arrangement blocks 52 to 55 to realize the po-
sitioning of the abrasion detection probe 50. As above,
the abrasion detection probe 50 is a replaceable attach-
ment-type device.
[0054] The abrasion detection by the abrasion detect-
ing apparatus 70 will be explained below based on Figs.
7A to 7D. The following will be explained based on the
directions shown in Fig. 4 (the front end is downward).
[0055] In accordance with the tunnel boring machine
1 including the abrasion detecting apparatus 70, the cut-
ter head 2 excavates while rotating, so that a plurality of
roller cutters 5 provided at the cutter head 2 rotate at the
front surface of the cutter head 2. With this, the hard
ground 14 located on the rotational trajectories of the
plurality of roller cutters 5 is crushed. Thus, the ground
in front of the entire surface of the cutter head 2 can be
excavated (Fig. 7A).
[0056] Then, for example, in a case where the abrasion
loss of each of some of the roller cutters 5 has reached
the set abrasion loss or some of the roller cutters 5 have
been damaged for any reason, the ground 14 located on
the rotational trajectory of these roller cutter 5 (the roller
cutter 5 located second from left in Fig. 7B) is not exca-
vated. Therefore, the ground 14 reaches the abrasion
detecting portion 51 (front end portion) of the abrasion
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detection probe 50 provided on the rotational trajectory
of the abraded or damaged roller cutter 5, and the abra-
sion detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection probe
50 abrades away by the ground 14 due to the turning
cutter head 2. After that, this state continues, so that the
abrasion detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection
probe 50 abrades away, and the front end portion of the
internal oil passage 63 opens (Fig. 7B).
[0057] With this, the detection oil 75 in the internal oil
passage 63 of the abrasion detection probe 50 leaks from
the front end of the abrasion detection probe 50 (Fig. 7C).
The pressure of the oil pressure gauge 61 reduces by
the leakage of the detection oil 75, and this reduction of
the pressure of the detection oil 75 is displayed on the
display screen 62. Therefore, an operator can recognize
the abrasion of the roller cutter 5 by confirming the re-
duction of the oil pressure displayed on the display screen
62.
[0058] The abrasion of the roller cutter 5 is detected
by the abrasion of the abrasion detecting portion 51 of
the abrasion detection probe 50. Therefore, even in a
hostile environment, such as a case where the sand and
the gravel exist at the front surface of the cutter head 2
and in the chamber 10, it is possible to detect that the
roller cutter 5 has reached the set abrasion loss w, without
being inhibited by the sand, the gravel, and the like. In
addition, monitoring can be carried out regardless of dur-
ing the excavation or the stopping. To be specific, the
existence of a non-excavated portion due to the abrasion
of the cutting edge of the roller cutter 5 is detected by the
abrasion of the abrasion detecting portion 51 of the abra-
sion detection probe 50. Therefore, the existence of the
non-excavated portion can be detected regardless of nor-
mal abrasion or partial abrasion.
[0059] Moreover, since the abrasion detection probes
50 are separately provided in a plurality of arrangement
blocks 52 to 55 as described above, the position of the
abraded abrasion detection probe 50 can be confirmed
by the block before a replacement operation.
[0060] Then, after the operator recognizes the abra-
sion of the component of the cutter head 2 and stops the
tunnel boring machine 1, the ground improvement
around the cutter head 2, the pressure reduction and
cleaning in the chamber 10, and the like are carried out.
Then, the abraded roller cutter 5 and the abrasion detec-
tion probe 50 having the abraded abrasion detecting por-
tion 51 at the front end are replaced with new ones (Fig.
7D). As described above, the roller cutter 5 and the abra-
sion detection probe 50 are replaced after it is confirmed
by the abrasion detection probe 50 that the abrasion loss
of the roller cutter 5 has reached the set abrasion loss
w. Therefore, the replacement is carried out after the
need for the replacement and the position of the replace-
ment are confirmed. Therefore, the replacement can be
efficiently carried out.
[0061] As above, in accordance with the abrasion de-
tecting apparatus 70, when the tip end portion (colored
portion in the drawing) of the roller cutter 5 abrades away

and the abrasion loss of the roller cutter 5 reaches the
set abrasion loss w, the abrasion detecting portion 51 of
the abrasion detection probe 50 also abrades away by
this abrasion loss, and the detection oil 75 leaks from the
front end of the abrasion detection probe 50. With this,
the detection oil 75 in the oil passage 58, through which
the detection oil 75 is acting on the abrasion detection
probe 50, is reduced in pressure, the pressure reduction
of the detection oil 75 is detected by the oil pressure
gauge 61 configured to measure the pressure of the oil
pressure pipe 56, and this pressure reduction can be
easily recognized by the display of the pressure shown
on the display screen 62. Therefore, by monitoring the
pressure of the detection oil 75 displayed on the display
screen 62, the operator can easily recognize that the
abrasion loss of the roller cutter 5 has reached the set
abrasion loss w.
[0062] In addition, in accordance with the abrasion de-
tecting apparatus 70, each of the roller cutters 5 and the
cutter holders 6 does not have to include a special mech-
anism for the abrasion detection, and normal roller cut-
ters and normal cutter holders can be used. In addition,
the abrasion detection probe 50 can be incorporated in
a component (the slit adjusting plate 11, the tool bit 12,
or the like) mounted on the cutter head 2 or in the frame
3 of the cutter head 2, so that space saving can be real-
ized.
[0063] An abrasion detecting apparatus 71 according
to Embodiment 2 shown in Fig. 8 is one example of pre-
venting the cutter head frame 3, which is a component
other than the roller cutter 5 of the cutter head 2, from
abrading away by the abrasion detection probe 50. The
same reference numbers are used for the same compo-
nents as in Embodiment 1, and detailed explanations
thereof are omitted.
[0064] As shown in Fig. 8, in Embodiment 2, each of
the abrasion detecting portions 51 of the abrasion detec-
tion probes 50 is provided to project from the front surface
of the cutter head frame 3 by a predetermined distance
v and be located rearward of the front end of the tool bit
12 by a predetermined distance u.
[0065] The abrasion detection probes 50 are provided
as above. With this, even if the roller cutter 5 and the tool
bit 12 abrade away or are damaged due to any reason,
the abrasion detecting portion 51 abrades away before
the abrasion of the cutter head frame 3, and this leaks
the detection oil 75. Therefore, it is possible to detect that
the non-excavated ground 14 is close to the cutter head
frame 3. On this account, before the cutter head frame
3 abrades away, the abrasion, the damage, or the like of
the roller cutter 5 and the tool bit 12 can be recognized.
Therefore, the cutter head frame 3 which is almost irre-
placeable among the components of the cutter head 2
can be prevented from abrading away.
[0066] The space saving can be realized by incorpo-
rating the abrasion detection probe 50 of the present em-
bodiment in a component (the slit adjusting plate 11, or
the like) mounted on the cutter head 2 or in the frame 3
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of the cutter head 2.
[0067] Embodiment 1 has explained an example in
which the abrasion of the roller cutter 5 is detected, and
Embodiment 2 has explained an example in which the
abrasion is detected to prevent the cutter head frame 3
from abrading away. However, for example, the abrasion
of the tool bit 12 can also be detected by arranging the
abrasion detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection
probe 50 such that the abrasion detecting portion 51 is
located rearward of the front end of the tool bit 12 by a
predetermined distance corresponding to the set abra-
sion loss. To be specific, by changing the position of the
tip end of the abrasion detection probe 50, the abrasion
detection of the tool bit 12 attached rearward of the roller
cutter 5 can be carried out in addition to the roller cutter
5, and the detection for preventing the cutter head frame
3 located further rearward of the tool bit 12 from abrading
away can also be carried out.
[0068] Further, by arranging the abrasion detection
probe 50 configured to detect that the abrasion loss of
the roller cutter 5 has reached the set abrasion loss as
in Embodiment 1, the abrasion detection probe 50 (not
shown) configured to detect that the abrasion loss of the
tool bit 12 has reached the set abrasion loss, and the
abrasion detection probe 50 configured to prevent the
cutter head frame 3 from abrading away, the abrasions
of the components of the cutter head 2 can be stably
detected, and the tunnel boring machine 1 can be stably
operated.
[0069] As above, for a component, whose abrasion
needs to be detected, of the cutter head 2, the abrasion
detection probe 50 for the abrasion detection is provided
at a position (certain distance rearward position) rear-
ward of the front end of the cutter head 2 by a certain
distance. With this, the non-excavated portion of the
ground 14 generated by the abrasion or damage of the
component of the cutter head 2 contacts the abrasion
detecting portion 51 of the abrasion detection probe 50,
and the abrasion detecting portion 51 abrades away.
Thus, the abrasion or damage of the component whose
abrasion needs to be detected can be detected.
[0070] As shown in Figs. 9A and 9B, each of Embod-
iments 1 and 2 has explained an example in which the
abrasion detection probe 50 is constituted by an oil-pres-
sure type detection probe. However, the abrasion detec-
tion probe 50 may be constituted by an electric type de-
tection probe. In this case, electric wires 80 are provided
at the abrasion detecting portion 51 located at the front
end portion of the abrasion detection probe 50 (Fig. 9A),
and a resistance value between these electric wires 80
is measured to be compared with an initial value. With
this, the condition of the abrasion of the front end portion
of the abrasion detection probe 50 can be detected based
on the change in the resistance value.
[0071] In a case where the abrasion detection probe
50 is constituted by the electric type detection probe, its
configuration is comparatively simple, and its cost is com-
paratively low.

[0072] Moreover, the abrasion detection probe 50 may
be an ultrasound type detection probe (Fig. 9B). In this
case, an ultrasound probe 81 is embedded in the front
portion of the abrasion detection probe 50, and the thick-
ness of the abrasion detecting portion 51 located at the
front end portion of the abrasion detection probe 50 is
obtained by a signal of the ultrasound probe 81 based
on a sound wave propagation time. The abrasion loss
can be detected by the change in the thickness. In a case
where the abrasion detection probe 50 is constituted by
the ultrasound type detection probe, the change in the
abrasion loss can be continuously measured.
[0073] As above, various mechanisms, such as an
electric type, an ultrasound type, or an oil-pressure type,
can be adopted as a mechanism of the abrasion detection
probe 50 configured to detect the abrasion. Which one
is adopted may be determined depending on the condi-
tion of the ground, the use condition, and the like.
[0074] As above, in accordance with the abrasion de-
tecting apparatuses 70 and 71, the abrasion (regardless
of normal abrasion or partial abrasion) of the component
of the cutter head 2 of the tunnel boring machine 1 can
be monitored and detected by the abrasion detection
probe 50 regardless of during the excavation or the stop-
ping. Therefore, in the tunnel boring machine 1 config-
ured to excavate the hard ground, the roller cutter 5 and
the like which have heavily abraded away can be appro-
priately replaced with new ones, so that the excavation
of the tunnel boring machine 1 can proceed as planned.
[0075] In Embodiment 1, the detection oil 75 is supplied
through one oil pressure pipe 56 to each of the arrange-
ment blocks 52 to 55 in each of which a plurality of abra-
sion detection probes 50 are provided. Therefore, the
condition of the abrasion of the roller cutter 5 can be
detected by the arrangement blocks 52 to 55. However,
the oil pressure pipes 56 may be respectively connected
to the abrasion detection probes 50, and each abrasion
detection probe 50 may detect the abrasion.
[0076] Moreover, instead of providing the abrasion de-
tection probes 50 on the rotational trajectories of all the
roller cutters 5, a plurality of abrasion detection probes
50 may be provided on the rotational trajectories of a
plurality of components of the cutter head 2, such as the
rotational trajectories of the roller cutters 5 located at po-
sitions where the abrasion tends to occur. The positions
of the abrasion detection probes 50, the number of abra-
sion detection probes 50, and the like are not limited to
those in the above embodiments.
[0077] Further, the abrasion detection probes 50 con-
figured to detect the set abrasion loss of the roller cutter
5 explained in Embodiment 1, the abrasion detection
probes 50 configured to detect the set abrasion loss of
the tool bit 12, and the abrasion detection probes 50 con-
figured to prevent the cutter head frame 3 explained in
Embodiment 2 from abrading away may be provided sep-
arately or in combination.
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Claims

1. An abrasion detecting apparatus (70) configured to
detect an abrasion of a component of a cutter head
(2) of a tunnel boring machine (1) configured to ex-
cavate a ground (14) using a cutter (5) to bore a
tunnel, the abrasion detecting apparatus (70) com-
prising:

an abrasion detection probe (50) including at a
front end portion thereof an abrasion detecting
portion (51) which abrades away by contact with
the ground (14) to be excavated, the abrasion
detection probe (50) located rearward of a front
end of the cutter (5) by a first distance (w) and
located forward or rearward of a front end of a
component, whose abrasion needs to be detect-
ed, of the cutter head (2) by a second distance;
(u,v) and
a detecting device configured to detect an abra-
sion of the abrasion detecting portion (51),
wherein the abrasion detection probe (50) is pro-
vided on a rotational trajectory of the component
whose abrasion loss is detected.

2. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
claim 1, wherein the abrasion detection probe (50)
is detachably attached to the cutter head (2).

3. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
claim 1 or 2, wherein the abrasion detection probe
(50) is provided on the rotational trajectory of each
of a plurality of components of the cutter head (2).

4. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the abrasion de-
tecting portion (51) is provided at a position which is
located rearward of a front end of a roller cutter (5)
provided at the cutter head (2) by a certain distance
and corresponds to a set abrasion loss of the roller
cutter (5).

5. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
claim 4, wherein each of the abrasion detection
probes (50) is provided on a rotational trajectory of
each of a plurality of the roller cutters (5) provided
at the cutter head (2) such that the abrasion detection
probes (50) are arranged in a radial direction of the
cutter head (2).

6. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the abrasion de-
tecting portion (51) is provided at a position which is
located rearward of a front end of a tool bit (12) pro-
vided at the cutter head (2) by a certain distance and
corresponds to a set abrasion loss of the tool bit (12).

7. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to

claim 1 or 2, wherein the abrasion detecting portion
(51) is provided at a position which is located forward
of a front end of a cutter head (3) frame of the cutter
head (2) by a certain distance.

8. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein:

the abrasion detection probe (50) is constituted
by a fluid-pressure type detection probe config-
ured to detect based on a change in a fluid pres-
sure that the abrasion loss of the abrasion de-
tecting portion (51) has reached the set abrasion
loss; and
the fluid-pressure type detection probe is con-
figured to apply a predetermined fluid pressure
to the abrasion detecting portion (51) and detect
based on a reduction in the fluid pressure that
the abrasion loss of the abrasion detecting por-
tion (51) has reached the set abrasion loss.

9. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein:

the abrasion detection probe (50) is constituted
by an ultrasound type detection probe config-
ured to detect based on an ultrasound propaga-
tion time that the abrasion loss of the abrasion
detecting portion (51) has reached the set abra-
sion loss; and
the ultrasound type detection probe is config-
ured to include an ultrasound probe in the abra-
sion detecting portion (51) and detect based on
the ultrasound propagation time by the ultra-
sound probe that the abrasion loss of the abra-
sion detecting portion (51) has reached the set
abrasion loss.

10. The abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according to
any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein:

the abrasion detection probe (50) is constituted
by an electric type detection probe configured
to detect based on a change in an electrical re-
sistance value that the abrasion loss of the abra-
sion detecting portion (51) has reached the set
abrasion loss; and
the electric type detection probe is configured
to include electric wires in the abrasion detecting
portion (51) and detect based on a change in an
electrical resistance value between the electric
wires that the abrasion loss of the abrasion de-
tecting portion (51) has reached the set abrasion
loss.

11. A tunnel boring machine (1) comprising:

the abrasion detecting apparatus (70) according
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to any one of claims 1 to 10; and
a display apparatus configured to display a de-
tection result of the abrasion detecting appara-
tus (70).

Patentansprüche

1. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) zum Erken-
nen einer Abreibung einer Komponente eines
Schneidkopfes (2) einer Tunnelbohrmaschine (1)
zum Ausgraben eines Geländes (14) unter Benut-
zung eines Schneiders (5), um einen Tunnel zu boh-
ren, wobei die Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung
(70) umfasst:

einen Abreibungserkennungssensor (50) mit ei-
ner Abreibungserkennungseinheit (51) an sei-
nem vorderen Endabschnitt, der sich durch Kon-
takt mit dem auszugrabenden Gelände (14) ab-
reibt, wobei der Abreibungserkennungssensor
(50) in einem ersten Abstand (w) hinter dem vor-
deren Ende des Schneiders (5) angeordnet ist
und in einem zweiten Abstand (u, v) vor oder
hinter einem vorderen Ende einer Komponente
des Schneidkopfes (2), deren Abreibung er-
kannt zu werden braucht, angeordnet ist; und
ein Erkennungsgerät zum Erkennen einer Ab-
reibung der Abreibungserkennungseinheit (51),
wobei der Abreibungserkennungssensor (50)
auf einer Rotationsbahn der Komponente, de-
ren Abreibungsverlust erkannt wird, angeordnet
ist.

2. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Abreibungserkennungssensor
(50) abnehmbar an dem Schneidkopf (2) angebracht
ist.

3. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Abreibungserkennungs-
sensor (50) auf der Rotationsbahn jedes einer Viel-
zahl von Komponenten des Schneidkopfes (2) an-
geordnet ist.

4. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Abreibungs-
erkennungseinheit (51) an einer Position angeord-
net ist, die in einem bestimmten Abstand vor einem
vorderen Ende eines an dem Schneidkopf (2) ange-
ordneten Rollschneiders (5) liegt und einem einge-
stellten Abreibungsverlust des Rollschneiders (5)
entspricht.

5. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß An-
spruch 4, wobei jeder der Abreibungserkennungs-
sensoren (50) auf einer Rotationsbahn jedes einer
Vielzahl der an dem Schneidkopf (2) vorgesehenen

Rollschneider (5) so angeordnet ist, dass die Abrei-
bungserkennungssensoren (50) in einer radialen
Richtung des Schneidkopfes (2) angeordnet sind.

6. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Abreibungs-
erkennungseinheit (51) an einer Position liegt, die in
einem bestimmten Abstand hinter einem vorderen
Ende einer an dem Schneidkopf (2) angeordneten
Werkzeugbohrerspitze (12) angeordnet ist und ei-
nem eingestellten Abreibungsverlust der Werkzeug-
bohrerspitze (12) entspricht.

7. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Abreibungserkennungs-
einheit (51) an einer Position liegt, die in einem be-
stimmten Abstand vor einem vorderen Ende eines
Schneidkopfrahmens (3) des Schneidkopfes (2) an-
geordnet ist.

8. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei:

der Abreibungserkennungssensor (50) gebildet
ist durch einen Erkennungssensor vom Fluid-
drucktyp, der ausgebildet ist, basierend auf ei-
ner Veränderung eines Fluiddrucks zu erken-
nen, dass der Abreibungsverlust der Abrei-
bungserkennungseinheit (51) einen eingestell-
ten Abreibungsverlust erreicht hat; und
der Erkennungssensor vom Fluiddrucktyp aus-
gestaltet ist, einen vorbestimmten Fluiddruck
auf die Abreibungserkennungseinheit (51) aus-
zuüben und basierend auf einer Reduzierung in
dem Fluiddruck zu erkennen, dass der Abrei-
bungsverlust der Abreibungserkennungseinheit
(51) den eingestellten Abreibungsverlust er-
reicht hat.

9. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei:

der Abreibungserkennungssensor (50) gebildet
ist durch einen Erkennungssensor vom Ultra-
schalltyp, der ausgebildet ist, basierend auf ei-
ner Ultraschallausbreitungszeit zu erkennen,
dass der Abreibungsverlust der Abreibungser-
kennungseinheit (51) den eingestellten Abrei-
bungsverlust erreicht hat; und
der Erkennungssensor vom Ultraschalltyp aus-
gebildet ist, einen Ultraschallsensor in der Ab-
reibungserkennungseinheit (51) aufzuweisen
und basierend auf der Ultraschallausbreitungs-
zeit mit dem Ultraschallsensor zu erkennen,
dass der Abreibungsverlust der Abreibungser-
kennungseinheit (51) den eingestellten Abrei-
bungsverlust erreicht hat.
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10. Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) gemäß ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei:

der Abreibungserkennungssensor (50) gebildet
ist durch einen Erkennungssensor vom elektri-
schen Typ, der ausgebildet ist, basierend auf
einer Veränderung in einem elektrischen Wider-
standswert zu erkennen, dass der Abreibungs-
verlust der Abreibungserkennungseinheit (51)
den eingestellten Abreibungsverlust erreicht
hat; und
der Erkennungssensor vom elektrischen Typ
ausgebildet ist, elektrische Leitungen in der Ab-
reibungserkennungseinheit (51) aufzuweisen
und basierend auf einer Veränderung in einem
elektrischen Widerstandswert zwischen den
elektrischen Leitungen zu erkennen, dass der
Abreibungsverlust der Abreibungserkennungs-
einheit (51) den eingestellten Abreibungsverlust
erreicht hat.

11. Tunnelbohrmaschine (1) umfassend:

die Abreibungserkennungsvorrichtung (70) ge-
mäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10; und
eine Anzeigevorrichtung zum Anzeigen eines
Erkennungsergebnisses der Abreibungserken-
nungsvorrichtung (70).

Revendications

1. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) configuré
pour détecter une abrasion d’un composant d’une
tête de coupe (2) d’un tunnelier (1) configuré pour
creuser un sol (14) au moyen d’une fraise (5) pour
percer un tunel, l’appareil de détection d’abrasions
(70) comprenant :

une sonde de détection d’abrasion (50) compor-
tant au niveau d’une partie d’extrémité avant de
celle-ci une partie de détection d’abrasion (51)
qui s’abrase au contact avec le sol (14) à creu-
ser, la sonde de détection d’abrasion (50) étant
située à l’arrière d’une extrémité avant de la frai-
se (5) par une première distance (w) et située à
l’avant ou à l’arrière d’une extrémité avant d’un
composant, dont l’abrasion doit être détectée,
de la tête de coupe (2) par une seconde distance
(u,v) ; et
un dispositif de détection configuré pour détec-
ter une abrasion de la partie de détection d’abra-
sion (51), dans lequel la sonde de détection
d’abrasion (50) est montée sur une trajectoire
de rotation du composant dont la perte par abra-
sion est détectée.

2. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon la re-

vendication 1, dans lequel la sonde de détection
d’abrasion (50) est montée de manière amovible sur
la tête de coupe (2).

3. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon la re-
vendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la sonde de détection
d’abrasion (50) est montée sur une trajectoire de ro-
tation de chacun d’une pluralité de composants de
la tête de coupe (2).

4. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la
partie de détection d’abrasion (51) est montée à une
position située à l’arrière d’une partie avant d’une
molette (5) montée sur la tête de coupe (2) par une
certaine distance et correspond à une perte par abra-
sion définie de la molette (5).

5. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon la re-
vendication 4, dans lequel chacune des sondes de
détection d’abrasion (50) est montée sur une trajec-
toire de rotation de chacune d’une pluralité des mo-
lettes (5) montées au niveau de la tête de coupe (2)
de telle sorte que les sondes de détection d’abrasion
(50) soient agencées dans un sens radial de la tête
de coupe (2).

6. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la
partie de détection d’abrasion (51) est montée à une
position située à l’arrière d’une extrémité avant d’un
foret (12) monté sur la tête de coupe (2) par une
certaine distance et correspond à une perte par abra-
sion définie du foret (12).

7. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon la re-
vendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la partie de détection
d’abrasion (51) est montée à une position située à
l’avant d’une extrémité avant d’un cadre de tête de
coupe (3) de la tête de coupe (2) par une certaine
distance.

8. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel :

la sonde de détection d’abrasion (50) est cons-
tituée par une sonde de détection du type à pres-
sion de fluide configurée pour détecter en fonc-
tion d’un changement d’une pression de fluide
que la perte par abrasion de la partie de détec-
tion d’abrasion (51) a atteint la perte par abra-
sion définie ; et
la sonde de détection du type à pression de flui-
de est configurée pour appliquer une pression
de fluide prédéterminée sur la partie de détec-
tion d’abrasion (51) et détecter en fonction d’une
réduction de la pression de fluide que la perte
par abrasion de la partie de détection d’abrasion
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(51) a atteint la perte par abrasion définie.

9. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel :

la sonde de détection d’abrasion (50) est cons-
tituée par une sonde de détection du type à ul-
trasons configurée pour détecter en fonction
d’un temps de propagation des ultrasons que la
perte par abrasion de la partie de détection
d’abrasion (51) a atteint la perte par abrasion
définie ; et
la sonde de détection du type à ultrasons est
configurée pour inclure une sonde à ultrasons
dans la partie de détection d’abrasion (51) et
détecter en fonction du temps de propagation
des ultrasons par la sonde à ultrasons que la
perte par abrasion de la partie de détection
d’abrasion (51) a atteint la perte par abrasion
définie.

10. Appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel :

la sonde de détection d’abrasion (50) est cons-
tituée par une sonde de détection du type élec-
trique configurée pour détecter, en fonction d’un
changement d’une valeur de résistance électri-
que que la perte par abrasion de la partie de
détection d’abrasion (51) a atteint la perte par
abrasion définie ; et
la sonde de détection du type électrique est con-
figurée pour inclure des fils électriques dans la
partie de détection d’abrasion (51) et détecter
en fonction d’un changement d’une valeur de
résistance électrique entre les fils électriques
que la perte par abrasion de la partie de détec-
tion d’abrasion (51) a atteint la perte par abra-
sion définie.

11. Tunnelier (1) comprenant:

l’appareil de détection d’abrasions (70) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10 ; et
un appareil d’affichage configuré pour afficher
un résultat de détection de l’appareil de détec-
tion d’abrasions (70).
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